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!. Eg NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
5- %j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

A....+/
ENCLOSURE 4

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

SUPPORTING Al4ENDitENT |10. 176 TO FACILITY OPERATIllG LICENSE fl0. DPR-33

AMEfiDt!ENT H0. 179 TO FACILITY GPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52
'

AMENDMENT ,N,02147 TO FACILITY 6PERATIllG LICENSE 110. DPR-68

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BPOWNS FER,R,Y, NUCLE AR PL A,N,T,,, ,l',N,1,TS,1,,, ,2, ,A,Np, 3

DOCKET NOS. 50-259,, 50-260 AND_50-296

1.0 LNTRODUCTION_

By letter dated May 18, 1990, the Tennessee Valley Authority requested an
amendment to licenses DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68 to change Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant,' Units 1, 2 and 3 Technical Specifications (TS). These changes were
requested pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.4 and 50.90. This amendment
was proposed inorder to clarify the TS requirements for limiting conditions4

for operation ,''CO) of the Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) and
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water (EECW) systems.

The~ RHRSW system provides cooling water from the ultimate heat sink (Wheeler
Reservoir): to remove- reactor core heat via the RHR heat exchanSers. The RHRSW
also serves,a's the standby coolant supply (SBCS) and can supply makeup to the- -

reactor coolant system when all emergency core cooling systems have failed.
The RHRSK system consists of eight motor-driven service water pumps (four pairs)
-that take a suction through strainers in the intake structure and supply'four
-headers that serve the RHR heat exchangers for all three Browns' Ferry units.

The EECW system provides cooling water-from the ultimate heat sink to various-
component heat loads in the plant, includin
exchanger,. RHR and Core Spray System (CSS) g the diesel generator heatpump room coolers, RHR pun.p seal
coolers, and various other heat <1oads. The EECW system also serves as a-
backup forithe raw cooling water (RCW) system which is the normal water source-
for some operating systems including the reactor building closed cooling water

.

(RBCCW) system. The EECW system consists of four, automatically starting, '

' motor-driven service water pumps that take a suction through strainers in theo

intake structure and . supply two headers (north header and south header) which '

,

serve ell three Browns Ferry units. Cooling water is returned to the ultimate
heat sink via a yard drainage system.
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lescription__of_ the Changes to BFH Technical Specifications fer.L' nits 1, 2 and 3

1. Revise LCO 3.5.C.1
x

Existing LCO 3.5.C.1 reads:

PRIOR TO STARTUP f rom a COLD COND1110h, 9 RHRSW purps trust bewith 7 purps . . ,, assigned to RHRSW service ano twc1.
OPERABLE

<

autcutically starting purrps assigiac to EECW service.

Change to LCO 3.5.C.1 reads:
__

PRIOR TO STARTUP f rom a COLD SHUTDOWN CONDIT10h, the RHRSW purps,
. . .. shall be OPERABLE and assigned to service as iridicated it.1.

. Table 3.5-1.

Table 3.5-1, " Minimum RHRSW and EECW Punp Assightent" has beenA title has been included on the table,2.
reform 6tted as follows:

separate colun.ns for the minimum number of PJ P.SV end EECW pumpsrequired to be operable based on the nup.ber of fueled units, and
i

-

notes made unnecessary as a consequence of the refctn.atting, have
been deleted.

The Bases Section 3.5.C for RHRSW and EECW are revitec' as follows:3.

The Eat.es for EECW are reilaced by -)"The EECV has two completelyin a lecp arrangsAert insidea.
independent headers (norta and scuthEach header is supplied by two
and outside the Reacter Building.A crosstie at the RHRSW purrp discharge
automatic RHRSW pumps.
provides the capability for each header to be supplied by four
automatically starting RHRSW pumps. Those components requiring

f
.EECW, except the control air compressors which are not sa ety
related, are able to be fed from both headers thus assuring
continuity of operation if either header becomes inoperable.
The air compressors only use EECW as an emergency backup supply."

A correction is heirg made-to the "RHRSW" bases fer Units 1 and ?
only to change "RHRSW" heat-exchanger to "RHR" heat-exchanger.

b.

"With only ore unitThe following is added to the bases:
fueled, four RHRSW purps are required to be OPERABLE for

c.

indefinite operation to meet the requirements of specification
If only three RHRSW pumps are OPERABLE,3.5.B.1(RHRSystem).

a 30 days LC0 exists because of the requirement of Specifica-
tion 3.5.B.5 (RHR System)."

-
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P.0 E, VALUATION

TVA has clarified and simplified Table 3.5-1, " Minimum RHRSW and EECW pump
Assignment." The minirum purp assignn.ent is a furction of the number of units
fueled. When the number of operable pumps is less than the assigned rrinimun.,
the specified LCO becomes effective which requircs that the number of operable
service water pumps must be brought back up to the minimurr, within a certain tire
fra,e, if plant operation is to continune. The 15 prescribe two different time
limits which become effectue whenever the renber of assigred and/or operable
pumps fall below the minimum nun.ber needed for indefinite operaticn. plert

operation with the number of assigned, operable pumps below the minimuir for
indefinite operation is allowed for either 30 days or sever days, depending on
the actual nuitber of pumps available and operational status of the Browns Ferry
units. TVA's amenoment does not affect existing LCO or surveillance requirercerts,
it is intended to make the TS more user friendly for the operators end to
clindnote a potential cctflict with the RHR LCO requirements.

TVA has reformatted TS Table 3.5-1 and reduced the number of nctes fron. four to
-just ene. The previous Table 3.5-1 forraat and associate.d foott.otes were
sufficiently complex to impece comprehersion end contribute tc pctential
trisapplication by reactor operators. The remaining r.cte listed below reviste
Table 3.5-1 pertains to the EECW system. Thic note states that at least one
cperable pump must be assigned to each EECW header; and only the automatically
starting pun.ps may be assigned to EECW header service. Since there are two
tcaders for EECW servirt t.11 three units, one north header and one scuth
header, the minimum allcrable operable pumps for reduced time limits is two EECW
punips . The EECW system normally is in stardby, with pumps A3, P3, C3, and 03
aligned to supply the EECW headers when required. Two pumps are aligned to each
header. The maximum EECW flow rate required by the three unit plant is 9800 gpr,
incluoing non-safety systems requiring 4400 gpm for the RBCCW System air
ccmpressors cooler, control room air conditioning chillers and hydrogen / oxygen
analyzer. Three of the four EECW pumps are necessary to supply this maxirruir flow
rate; two EECW pumps can supply the essential plant loads. The staff concludes
that the minimum EECW pump assignrents of TS Table 3.5.1 are acceptable.

The RHRSK system normally is in standby, with two pumps aligned to each of
four RURSW headers which serve the RHR heat exchar.gers for three units. No
cross-connectioris exist between the four RHRSW headers, but there are cross-
connections between the pumps that are aligned to the RHRSW system and the
service water purrps aligned to the EECW system. The ccolirg water requirements
of cach RHR heat exchanger can be supplied by one RHRSW pump. TS Table 3.5-1
specifies, in a clear concise forraat, the operability requiren.ents of the RHRSW
pumps, depending upon unit status. The staff finds that the minimum RHRSW pump
assignments of Table 3.5-1 are acceptable.

.

'

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

The amendments involve a change to a requirement with respect to insta11etion
or use of a fecility component located within the restricted area as defined
in 10 CTR part 20. The staff has determined that the an.endrrents invcive no
significant increese in the an:ounts, and no significant char.ge in the types, of
any effluents that may be released offsite, and that there is no significant ,

increase in indivicual or cuiruletive occupational radiation exposure.
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The Consission has previously issued a proposed findir.g that these amendments
involve no significant hazards consideration arid thcre has becn no public

sconment on such finding. Accordingly, the amendreccs meet the eli
criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9)gibilityPursuant.

to 10 CFR 51.22(b), nc environmental impact statement nor environmental assess-
ment need be prepared in connection with the issuance of these aniendments.

4.0 CONCLUSION

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) tnere is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the
will not.be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) publicsuch
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations,
and (3) the issuance of the amendaents will not be inimical to the common
defense and security nor to the health and safety of the public.

Principal Contributor: D. H. Moran

Dated: November 5, 1990
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